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SAINTS Alive!
Miracles happen because of you

Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes
You helped Rosalind understand her hospital stay
The Lohmillers were busy enjoying summer when their threeyear-old daughter, Rosalind, got sick unexpectedly. After a
few trips to their local emergency room (ER), they ended up
at HSHS St. Vincent Children’s Hospital. Previous diagnoses
ranged from a sinus infection to an allergic reaction, but the
physicians at the hospital were determined to find what might
be wrong. “At that time, I was an emotional mess. However, we
had an idea what we were getting ourselves into,” Rosalind’s
mother, Meghan, said about their visit to the pediatric intensive
care unit (PICU).
Rosalind was born premature. The Lohmillers had previously
spent time in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) at HSHS
St. Vincent Children’s Hospital, so they knew the fantastic
care they would receive during Rosalind’s stay. “It was like the
weight of the world was taken off our shoulders the MOMENT
we stepped foot into the HSHS St. Vincent Children’s Hospital,”
added Meghan.
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Head, Shoulders,
Knees and Toes
continued from page one
After five days of testing, Rosalind was diagnosed
atypical Kawasaki disease. It is a rare disease
resulting in fevers lasting five or more days
and severe rashes on the body, as well as other
symptoms.
Rosalind received two IV globulin treatments to
help fight off the disease. “I remember asking
the doctor how many treatments she would have
because we also had to place icepacks on her legs
and neck to help reduce her fever and cool her
down,” stated Meghan. “He mentioned that he
only recalled five other cases that needed more
than one treatment.” Thankfully the treatments
worked, and Rosalind began showing signs of
improvement.
Because of your support, Rosalind and her family
had the Child Life team at HSHS St. Vincent
Children’s Hospital by their side whole time. They
distracted her and ensured her stay was a positive
experience. “We absolutely love the Child Life
team!” said Meghan.
Rosalind loves dolls and anatomy, so the Child Life
team spent time playing and educating her based
on her interests. They placed her doll on a sheet of
paper, outlined it, and began drawing in anatomy
with markers and using colored pipe cleaners.
A Child Life specialist brought in kid friendly
diagrams on anatomy so Rosalind could learn even
more about what she loved.
“This whole experience was traumatic for us as her
parents, however Rosalind walked out with more
love and knowledge for anatomy and we cannot
thank the Child Life staff enough for that,” noted
Meghan.
All the care that saved her life and supported
her family through their stay was only possible
because of generous donors like YOU. Your gifts
give the Child Life specialists at HSHS St. Vincent
Children’s Hospital the tools necessary to play,
educate and distract kids like Rosalind. Thus,
ensuring every child who walks through that door
has a positive experience during a difficult time in
their life. Thank you!

The Bigger
the Better
Your support brings a one-of-a-kind
service to local kids
When it comes to video screens, they always say the
bigger the better. Well, HSHS St. Vincent Children’s
Hospital will soon be getting thirty-two, 46-inch
video screens, placed together to create one display!
This state of the art, one-of-a-kind interactive video
wall will be the ONLY one in our region!
The interactive video wall will create safe, sanitary,
and accessible play and exercise opportunities for
pediatric patients and their families. Hospitals can
be a very scary and stressful place and medical
procedures are often upsetting for children and their
families. It is said that 50 to 70% of children develop
significant fear before surgery. The Child Life team
helps children understand and feel comfortable
during their hospital stay, this new interactive screen
is a wonderful new resource for the fantastic work
they do.
The permanent, multi-screen display will greet
patients and visitors around the corner when they
step off the elevator.
The Child Life team and other caregivers will use
the wall to provide exercise and therapeutic play to
patients and their families. Experiences are designed
to be accessible to children with physical challenges
or who are utilizing medical equipment such as
wheelchairs or IV poles. There are other unique
opportunities for use as well, such as movie night,
where children who are spending the holidays in the
hospital can enjoy their favorite holiday movie.
Because of generous donors like YOU, HSHS St.
Vincent Children’s Hospital continues to treat
children in unique and advanced ways to ensure
they always have a positive experience.

There will be several captivating experiences for children and their families to take part in:

• Crayfish Dance: children can dance in silly ways using their
arms and hands to make the crayfish follow their
movements and dance across the screen.

• Calming Night Sky:
patients and their
families can watch an
animation featuring
a bonfire, night sky,
and fireflies.

• Bean Bag Toss: kids can play a game of bean bag toss by
themselves or with other children, when safe.

Give the Gift of Comfort
and Joy this Holiday Season
You can make Christmas memorable
for kids in the hospital
You can bring comfort and joy to those spending the holidays at the
hospital. Please consider adding our patients to YOUR Christmas
shopping list! The most requested items at HSHS St. Vincent
Children’s Hospital are:

• Small toys featuring popular characters such as Bluey,
PJ Mask, LOL Surprise, and Paw Patrol)
• Games like Checkers, Chess, Mancala, Battleship and
Bananagrams
• Toddler light-up or musical toys
• Beanie Boos
• Carhartt winter hats
• Green Bay Packers winter hats
• Small LEGO sets (both girl and boy)
• $5 gift cards to Target, Walmart or Best Buy
The holiday season is right around
the corner, which brings excitement
and anticipation for children and their
families. But for those kids in the hospital,
the holidays just aren’t the same!
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Inspire others to
support your passion!
Create an online fundraiser
with Just Giving

Start an online fundraiser with Just
Giving and inspire others to join
you in supporting HSHS St. Vincent
Children’s Hospital. It is so easy!
Whether you want to honor a loved
one or celebrate a major milestone,
like your birthday, wedding, or
special event – there are endless
opportunities to share your passion
with your friends and family. Creating
an online fundraiser is an EASY and
EFFECTIVE way for you to make a
difference in the lives of patients
and families being cared for at YOUR
hospital.
This is another opportunity to give
back to a program or service that
means the most to you! To create
your fundraiser for HSHS St. Vincent
Children’s Hospital, visit: https://
www.justgiving.com/campaign/svch
today!
Need help? Contact Shane.Starr
hshs.org

